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Chicago Tribune 
Illness pushes back Cubs debut for Yu Darvish 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs’ chance to watch their top two offseason pitching targets on consecutive days didn’t crystallize 
Thursday as illness scratched Yu Darvish from his start and the Angels elected to start 23-year-old 
sensation Shohei Ohtani in a B game Friday instead of facing the Cubs. 
 
“It doesn’t matter,” said Cubs manager Joe Maddon, who was involved in the recruitment of Ohtani. “I’d 
love to see Yu, but I’m going to see him a lot the next couple of years.” 
 
Coincidentally, Darvish now will make his Cubs spring debut Tuesday against the Dodgers — his former 
team — at Sloan Park. The Cubs are confident Darvish will recover an illness that has lingered since last 
week and prevented him from eating Wednesday. 
 
“I feel good,” Darvish said after throwing a 35-pitch bullpen session, adding that his decision to pitch in a 
controlled setting was designed as a precautionary measure. “No worries.” 
 
After his bullpen session, Darvish took batting practice from both sides of the plate. 
 
“Not as good,” Darvish joked. 
 
Maddon said the biggest concern involving Darvish was hydration and the risk of injury, adding that he 
was pleased Darvish suggested working in a more controlled setting. 
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King at the corner: Maddon watched the Cubs’ bunt defense drills closely and raved about the skill of 
first baseman Anthony Rizzo, who enters the 2018 season with a 138-game errorless streak. 
 
“He makes the infield better,” Maddon said. 
 
Because of Rizzo’s agility, the Cubs often feature Rizzo on bunt defense as he moves as close as 40 feet 
from home plate while required to wear a fielder’s glove. Maddon added it often helps on such plays 
that the left-handed throwing Rizzo can field and throw quickly to second for potential force plays. 
 
“Anthony has a lot of suggestions,” Maddon said. “He thinks through it very well.” 
 
Extra innings: Maddon said it’s possible third baseman Kris Bryant (illness) could return to the lineup 
Friday. Bryant hasn’t played since Saturday. … A tender left calf has prevented reliever Pedro Strop from 
throwing off a mound. … The prescribed number of spring appearances for closer Brandon Morrow is 
around five or six, Maddon said. Morrow pitched in all seven games of the World Series with the 
Dodgers last year. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs stress mental education for top pitching prospects Adbert Alzolay, Oscar De La Cruz and Thomas 
Hatch 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs have been careful not to rush the physical development of their top pitching prospects. 
 
They want to make sure pitchers such as Adbert Alzolay, Oscar De La Rosa and Thomas Hatch won’t be 
overwhelmed at any stop as they advance through the organization to the big-league club. 
 
That trio has been working out with the more seasoned pitchers this spring while absorbing instruction 
and learning the routine they hope to follow in future springs. 
 
“It’s (not really) about the work they’re going to get in major-league spring training games,” said Jason 
McLeod, the organization’s head of scouting and player development. “Any outings they do have will be 
structured light, in terms of volume, and how much they’re going to throw.” 
 
The script calls for them to be around the major-league staff, watch how the veteran pitchers prepare 
for a long season with their own schedules mapped out throughout the spring. The plan is to get them 
ready to go out to pitch for five months, if not more, McLeod said. 
 
This is an important if not critical time for the Cubs’ pitching development efforts because only four 
pitchers they have drafted since 2012 have reached the majors. 
 
The offseason hiring of Jim Benedict as a special assistant for baseball operations and Brendan Sagara as 
minor-league pitching coordinator are intended to improve the system’s development. 
 
Moreover, the elevation of their 2017 minor-league pitcher of the year, 23-year-old Jen-Ho Tseng, to the 
majors late last season 4 ½ years after he signed as a free agent out of Taiwan could buy time for a large 
batch of lower-level pitchers. 
 



 

“We’re talking about the next steps from those guys so when the time comes when they’re called upon, 
they’re going to be ready to come up, execute game plans, understand what we’re trying to do from an 
advance scouting standpoint and also maximize their strengths,” McLeod said. 
 
Alzolay, 23, could reach the majors as soon as the second half of 2018 after gaining experience in the 
Arizona Fall League following his 2017 season in which he posted a 2.99 ERA in 22 starts at Class A 
Myrtle Beach and Double-A Tennessee. 
 
Alzolay, who idolized Felix Hernandez while growing up in Venezuela, has watched the Cubs’ veteran 
starters closely but has noticed the organization has made a shift to picking young pitchers in the draft 
after the late first-round selections of Brendon Little and Alex Lange last year. 
 
“We have a lot of good pitchers who are learning while young,” said Alzolay, who features a fastball in 
the mid-90s and a sharp curve. “It will be good for the organization.” 
 
Alzolay devoted much of his time in the AFL to polishing his changeup. 
 
“I need that pitch to be a starter in the bigs,” he said. 
 
McLeod acknowledged that 2018 is an important season for the 6-foot-4, 200-pound De La Cruz, who 
turns 23 Sunday but has been limited to 95 2/3 innings the last two seasons because of injuries. 
 
“Physically he’s so imposing and so impressive that the good thing is his problems haven’t been arm-
related issues,” McLeod said of De La Cruz. “So that’s good. But at the same time, we’ve been waiting 
for two years, and if we can get him 100-plus innings this year that would be a very good development 
year for him. The baseball industry will see what we’ve been seeing and talking about as far as what we 
feel is the excitement surrounding his upside.” 
 
In his first two spring outings, he didn’t allow a run. 
 
Hatch, 23, appreciates that the Cubs have protected his arm, limiting his starts to a maximum of six 
innings because of his heavy workload at Oklahoma State in 2016 after redshirting the previous season 
with an arm injury. 
 
Hatch acknowledges the challenges are greater in pro ball than they were for him in college, where he 
was the 2016 Big 12 Conference pitcher of the year and was the Cubs’ first selection (third round) in the 
2016 draft. 
 
“It’s a completely different game, and I experienced that last year,” said Hatch, who allowed two earned 
runs or fewer in nine consecutive starts but still finished with a 4.04 ERA in 26 starts at Myrtle Beach. 
 
“The umpires’ strike zone is tighter and hitters are more disciplined,” Hatch said. “There are lot of 
adjustments, and it gets tougher the higher you move up.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Kyle Hendricks hopes throwing less betweens starts leads to better health and more success 
By Mark Gonzales 
 



 

Kyle Hendricks learned last season that an extra effort to correct a flaw in his mechanics can be 
dangerous. 
 
Hendricks revealed Wednesday that he has changed his routine between starts in an effort to prevent 
the inflammation of a tendon in his right middle finger that caused him to miss seven weeks last 
summer. 
 
Hendricks, who used to throw two bullpen sessions between starts, will now limit the number of pitches 
he throws after a doctor who examined similar cases told him that pitchers who threw more reps were 
diagnosed with the same ailment. 
 
“I always was a guy who threw a lot, so I didn’t know where my ceiling was or that I could go too far,” 
Hendricks said. 
 
Hendricks described the ailment as a blessing in disguise and now plans to simplify his routine even if his 
mechanics get out of whack. 
 
The new routine consists of 30 pitches during the first bullpen session and only a light second session 
consisting of a maximum of 15 pitches. In the past, Hendricks’ first session consisted of 40 pitches and 
the second session of at least 20 pitches and sometimes more. 
 
“That’s going to build up quick,” said Hendricks, who added that the pain in his finger hindered his ability 
to put pressure on the ball. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Slimmer Kyle Schwarber enjoying spring in the shadows 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
The latest art work on display from the Joe Maddon spring collection is an impression of Andy Warhol’s 
portrait of Muhammad Ali. 
 
It’s all part of Maddon’s concept of “putting art back in the game,” combining famous art works and 
“Maddonisms” to convey messages to Cubs players while making money for charity at the same time. 
 
The pseudo-Warhol etching includes Maddon’s theory of the “five levels of being a pro,” which range 
from “Happy to be here” to “I want to make as much money as I can” to “All I want to do is win.” 
 
“I’m not going to have a reveal with the team,” Maddon said before Thursday’s 2-2 tie with the Rockies. 
“This is the velvet hammer approach. I just want them to appear on the wall and they walk by and they 
stop and they look, just like an art gallery.” 
 
Five paintings have been on display so far, with one more — a takeoff on the graffiti artist Banksy — 
scheduled to arrive March 15th. 
 
Cubs left fielder Kyle Schwarber, who admits he’s not exactly a connoisseur of pop art, likes what he has 
seen of Maddon’s mini-gallery so far. 
 



 

“It looks really cool, and obviously he wants to bring the art back in baseball,” Schwarber said of the 
Maddon collection. “It’s more of a visual for us. We’re getting the thoughts down on paper and we’re 
able to see his thoughts, too. It’s all good.” 
 
Schwarber, like most of the young Cubs, is well past the “happy to be here stage” and not quite at the 
“make as much money as possible” stage. 
 
But as he enters his fourth season with the Cubs, he’s seemingly more relaxed than ever and enjoying a 
rare spring in which he’s not the center of attention. 
 
Two years ago, months after his “Schwarbomb” landed atop the video board at Wrigley Field in the 2015 
playoffs, he added to his legend when one of his prodigious home runs broke a car windshield at camp. 
 
Last year Schwarber was coming off his memorable World Series comeback after knee surgery in April 
and trying out his new role as Cubs leadoff man. 
 
After a topsy-turvy season in which he struggled through the first half, lost the leadoff job, was briefly 
demoted to Triple-A Iowa and still finished with 30 home runs, Schwarber now is trying to get his 
average back to norm with a more sculpted physique and a new hitting coach in Chili Davis. 
 
“I love ‘Males,’” Schwarber said referring to former hitting coach John Mallee. “Just being able to talk to 
Chili, I know we’re going to have a really good relationship. There are similarities and differences, but 
just being able to work with Chili and picking his mind, there are a lot of thought process things going on 
in there. It’s all good stuff.” 
 
Warhol once said: “They always say time changes things, but you actually have to change them 
yourself.” 
 
Schwarber decided it was time for a life change last winter, and his decision to shed 20 pounds was the 
biggest story coming into camp. He came into the league looking like a 1970s-style throwback slugger, a 
modern-day Greg “The Bull” Luzinski. 
 
After the weight loss, he’s a new man. As Tribune reporter Lauren Chval wrote, when you Google 
Schwarber’s name, the first autocomplete option that appears is “skinny.” 
 
For some of us old-timers, the “Skinny Schwarber” narrative brought back memories of the summer of 
1989, when portly Cubs manager Don Zimmer went on a diet for a Nutrisystem ad campaign, earning 
the sobriquet “the Slimmer Trimmer Zimmer.” 
 
When we asked Zimmer about his weight one day at Wrigley, he explained he had dieted many times 
before to no avail. 
 
“What happens is you lose the thing, then you start eating and it comes back again,” he said in Zimmer-
esque fashion. 
 
Zimmer’s diet ultimately didn’t take hold. But no one cared because his by-the-gut managing style 
wasn’t really affected by the size of his gut. Schwarber wants to have a long and successful career, and 
also has the advantage of having a team nutritionist and strength trainer to keep the carrot dangling in 
front of him if he strays. 
 



 

When I asked Schwarber on Thursday if he can feel the effects of the weight loss during the early Cactus 
League games, he downplayed the subject. 
 
“It’s just a regular spring,” he said. “Obviously I can move around a little better, but the day-to-day 
things (are the same). You’re going to be a little sore finally getting back out on the field and grinding it 
out every day. But I’m loving it. I’m out here enjoying my time, as everyone else is, and having a lot of 
fun.” 
 
That’s what spring training is really all about. 
 
Most players are in pretty good playing shape when they report to spring training. It’s not like back in 
1995, when White Sox Chairman Jerry Reinsdorf called out his overweight pitchers, saying: “You have to 
wonder what the heck pitchers do over the winter.” 
 
Nowadays spring training is simply a matter of pitchers getting their arms in shape, hitters getting their 
timing down and everyone bonding for the long grind ahead. 
 
This particular Cubs bunch already has been together for a while. They all know what to expect of each 
other, and from Maddon as well. That makes for a more relaxing vibe. 
 
“It’s not like we’re in here trying to figure out everyone, or what makes us click,” Schwarber said. “The 
majority of the team, it’s the same guys. Obviously we have some new additions, but they all fit in really 
well. 
 
“The personalities are clicking, just the way the organization wanted it to be. It hasn’t really been a big 
change.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Thursday's spring recap: Cubs 2, Rockies 2 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Ian Happ hit his third home run of spring training Thursday, a two-run shot in the third inning that 
landed in the Cubs’ left-field bullpen. But the Rockies rallied behind a two-run home run by Sam Hilliard 
off left-hander Daniel Camarena in the eighth to forge a 2-2 tie before 10,167 fans at Sloan Park. Yu 
Darvish was scratched from his scheduled start because of illness and instead threw a 35-pitch bullpen 
session. Alec Mills started in place of Darvish and struck out three while pitching two scoreless innings. 
 
At the plate: Catcher Willson Contreras hit the ball hard twice, singling to right field in the first but being 
robbed of a hit by shortstop Trevor Story in the third. Two of Mark Zagunis’ three strikeouts occurred on 
third strikes. 
 
On the mound: Left-hander Brian Duensing rebounded from his rough debut Monday with a perfect 
third inning while displaying a sharp breaking ball. Shae Simmons, who walked three in his first outing 
Sunday, struck out two while pitching a perfect fifth. 
 
In the field: The defense of Taylor Davis continues to improve behind the plate. Davis nailed Mike 
Tauchman on a steal attempt in the seventh. Happ looks more comfortable in center as he battled the 
sun to catch a Tony Wolters fly in the sixth. 
 



 

Key number: 1 — Combined mound visits by Cubs and Rockies 
 
Up next: At Angels, 2:10 p.m. Friday at Tempe Diablo Park. LH Jose Quintana vs. RH Garrett Richards. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Battle-scarred Kris Bryant of Cubs promises leadership, ‘fight’ for next CBA 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
MESA, Ariz. – As much as Kris Bryant steamed at the time, he kept his mouth shut and took it when the 
Cubs used the service-time rules against him as a rookie in 2015 
 
Two All-Star appearances, an MVP award and one historically slow free agent market later, Bryant sees 
the writing on the wall and doesn’t plan to be quiet anymore. 
 
“This offseason is one that really opened my eyes,” said Bryant, who hadn’t considered broader labor 
issues a priority. “But now it is. I need to study up, have my voice heard, continue to learn, because this 
is going to affect us for years to come. And I’d be foolish not to kind of offer myself out there.” 
 
Bryant, who hopes to replace Jake Arrieta as the Cubs’ player rep when the players make that decision 
this month, is one of a fast-growing number of players around the game speaking up after being 
awakened by a free agent market that stunned top free agents by a sudden deflation in offers, and even 
raised whispers of collusion. 
 
“Coming up, you don’t really pay attention to that stuff too often,” Bryant said. “But I was kind of 
brought into it earlier with my spring training and being sent down for 11 days.” 
 
That was 2015 when he had the best offensive spring training in a decade but was optioned to the 
minors for exactly the length of time that assured the Cubs an additional year of club control before he 
could become a free agent. He then won the Rookie of the Year award. 
 
The players union filed a grievance that went nowhere, and since then signed off on a new collective 
bargaining agreement widely viewed as an ownership victory. That deal runs through 2021 – when 
Bryant becomes a free agent. 
 
“Maybe the focus was on other things rather than some of the more important things,” Bryant said of 
the new CBA. “But I think with this next one things are definitely going to change, and there’ll definitely 
be more fight on our side just because we’re going to get the chance to experience the effects of some 
of the things we agreed to. 
 
“The only way to get what you want here is to fight for it. And I think you’re going to see a lot of that.” 
 
It’s a fight that Major League Baseball never has won. And if a generation of newly awakened players 
such as Bryant take up that fight, it could quickly turn MLB’s recent bargaining gains into Pyrrhic 
victories. 
 
The union has only itself to blame for signing off on a bad deal. 
 
But if the anger among players grows into the next labor war? 
 



 

MLB would have only itself to blame for that, if only for its tacit endorsement of tanking as a means of 
rebuilding, with even mid- and big-revenue teams following the Cubs’ and Astros’ blueprints. 
 
“The three-year rebuild-type thing is tough on this league,” former Cubs pitcher Jeff Samardzija of the 
Giants said. 
 
As many as 11 teams open this year with no intention of contending for a championship. “You could 
argue that you are going to compete with more clubs to try and get the first pick in the draft than you 
are to try and win the World Series,” Seattle general manager Jerry DiPoto said in January. 
 
“Tanking shortens up who’s in the pool to get talent,” said Samardzija. “If half the [remaining] teams 
don’t have the money to spend [because of a desire to stay under the luxury tax threshold], now you’re 
down to a quarter of the teams that are spending. And it’s just a numbers game after that. 
 
“Maybe this will be a wakeup call,” he added. 
 
Players obviously still make a lot of money, the average salary as high as it’s ever been. But league 
revenues – which just reached $12 billion annually – have risen much faster. And franchise values have 
skyrocketed – even the White Sox value nearly doubling, to $1.36 billion, since 2014. 
 
It’s become popular among fans on social media to rail against “greedy” players and agents or to 
applaud “smart” GMs for improving the way players are valued. 
 
Both ignore a basic business fact of professional sports: Players aren’t simply labor like other businesses; 
they are the product. And as such, they directly drive the revenues, which means their fair share is 
directly related to those revenues. 
 
“You look at just what the raw [salary] number is, and it’s `greed,’ because who needs all that,” said 
Cubs pitcher Kyle Hendricks, who has an economics degree from Dartmouth. “But it’s all relative. That’s 
how business works.” 
 
Hard restrictions on spending at the amateur level and relatively low luxury tax payroll thresholds in the 
new CBA have given the owners a power advantage over players they haven’t had since the earliest days 
of free agency. 
 
Twenty-three years of relative labor peace has created a new normal in baseball labor relations. Some 
players were born after the last labor stoppage in 1994-95. 
 
“Maybe that’s why we’re here where we are,” Samardzija said, “because it has been going so well for so 
long, and you get complacent with things.” 
 
That seems to be changing fast. 
 
“Maybe we have to go on strike,” Dodgers closer Kenley Jansen said in late January. 
 
Bryant isn’t sure about that, at least not yet. 
 
“But I think more people’s voices will be heard. I think that’s the bottom line,” he said. “Because people 
are upset. I think a strike is the very last thing you want to get to. 
 



 

“But if it does [get to that], a lot of people have expressed their opinions so people can put two and two 
together.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs fit to be tied again, this time 2-2 against Rockies in spring tilt Thursday 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Mesa, Ariz. — The Cubs scored two early, the Rockies scored two late, and the teams settled for a 2-2 tie 
in the Cactus League matchup of two of last year’s playoff games Thursday at Sloan Park in Mesa. 
 
Rockies outfielder Sam Hilliard’s two-run homer off Daniel Camarena in the eighth tied it, and the teams 
eventually decided against playing extra innings. 
 
The Cubs are now 4-1-2. 
 
With Yu Darvish scratched from Thursday’s scheduled Cubs debut, Mills got the last-minute call to start 
and pitched two, quick, scoreless innings. 
 
He struck out two in a 1-2-3 first inning, then added a third strikeout to end the second, pitching around 
a one-out walk in the inning. 
 
Mills was acquired from Kansas City in a minor-league trade after the 2016 season and is expected to 
open at AAA Iowa as depth. 
 
Happ again 
 
Outfielder Ian Happ, homered for the third consecutive start, following a four-pitch leadoff walk to Mike 
Freeman by pulling the next pitch over the left-field wall off left-hander Sam Howard. 
 
The switch-hitter batting leadoff in his starts as an audition for a part in manager Joe Maddon’s leadoff 
rotation, is 5-for-10 with three homers and a double in four games. 
 
Gimpy Stropy 
 
Setup reliever Pedro Strop has been slowed this spring by a sore left calf that has pushed back his first 
spring appearance. 
 
Strop has continued to play catch. “But we don’t want to push him on the mound yet,” Maddon said. 
“It’s nothing horrible.” It’s not expected to delay his start to the season at this point. 
 
Bryant Friday? 
 
Third baseman Kris Bryant, sidelined all week by the flu, participated in a full schedule of practice before 
Thursday’s game, and if he fares well overnight could return to the lineup as soon as Friday, Maddon 
said. 
 
“He had a little better look about him,” The manager said. “He looks like he’s starting to eat again so 
he’s going to be fine. He was actually comedic out there so that’s good.” 
 



 

Simmons rebound 
 
Shae Simmons, the intriguing late addition to camp who has battled injuries much of his career, 
rebounded from a rough spring debut Sunday against the Giants with 1-2-3 fifth inning he finished with 
back-to-back strikeouts. 
 
On deck: Cubs at Angels, Tempe, Ariz., Jose Quintana vs. Garrett Richards, 2:10 p.m. Friday, cubs.com 
audio. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Yu Darvish scratched from Thursday’s start for Cubs because of stomach bug 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
MESA, Ariz. — The much anticipated Cubs debut of $126 million pitcher Yu Darvish was sidetracked 
Thursday by flu-like symptoms the right-hander has dealt with on and off for much of the past week. 
 
Darvish was scratched from Thursday’s scheduled start against the Rockies and instead threw two 
simulated innings in the bullpen. The Cubs say he will return to the game schedule in five days to pitch 
Tuesday against the Dodgers — his former team. 
 
“I’m getting better,” said Darvish, whose latest bout hit Wednesday, when he was unable to hold down 
food all day. “I feel good [Thursday]. This is just [precautionary], just because it’s spring training. 
 
“So no worries.” 
 
He threw 35 pitches in the bullpen session and also took batting practice later. He said if this were the 
regular season he would have made his scheduled start. 
 
“We had a nice conversation,” manager Joe Maddon said. “It’s just about dehydration. That’s our only 
concern.” 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Leaner Schwarber weighs in on his focus to produce for Cubs 
By Bruce Miles 
 
There's a certain charm, even a naiveté, to Kyle Schwarber that's hard to resist. 
 
Around Cubs spring-training camp in the early going, Schwarber has looked to be the most eager to get 
going. 
 
"He's jacked up to play," manager Joe Maddon said before the first Cactus League game. "I walked by 
him in there, and I don't even know what I said to him, but his response was pretty much, 'It's so great 
to get going again.' 
 
"He's worked so hard, and he wants to get back out there. Wow. See it with first-time eyes. Feel it with 
first-time passion. That's what he's doing. I love it." 
 



 

Seeing Schwarber himself with first-time eyes this spring might not elicit much more than a glance. After 
all, he looks like any other baseball player plying his trade in the desert to get ready for the season. 
 
But second- and third-time eyes might blink a few times to make sure they're seeing right. 
 
By now, most who follow the Cubs know Schwarber is slimmer and trimmer, and leaner, if not 
necessarily meaner. 
 
The hope harbored by Schwarber and the Cubs is that the body transformation will lead to better 
numbers than he posted in a most interesting 2017 season. While Schwarber posted a line of 
.211/.315/.467 with 150 strikeouts in 486 plate appearances, he also hit 30 home runs. 
 
After a failed experiment to make Schwarber the leadoff hitter, the Cubs sent him to Class AAA Iowa on 
June 21. By the time he came back to the big leagues on July 6, he had already begun formulating his off-
season plan to lose weight and get into better shape. 
 
"It kind of clicked halfway through (the season), once I came back up," he said. 'OK, I want to start doing 
some better things here.' Once that off-season really hit, it was full-on go and not leave anything out. 
 
"It wasn't the year I wanted it to be at all. I had different expectations in my head. I'm just trying to 
cover my bases here and not leave anything out. I want to get better defensively. I want to be better 
offensively and be better on the basepaths. Just trying to get better all around the game." 
 
It wasn't long after the Cubs were eliminated by the Dodgers in the National League championship 
series that he started to get after it. 
 
"I took about a week to two weeks off and was ready to roll," he said. "That was my thing. I wanted to 
get back into it and prepare for this year." 
 
Of course, seeing will be believing, but the early eye test says Schwarber has looked more nimble in left 
field and on the basepaths -- he stole second and third bases against Giants pitcher Madison Bumgarner 
and catcher Buster Posey in an early Cactus League game. 
 
"I feel a little bit lighter, a little bit more explosive," he said. "It's not going to let me go out there and hit 
.500 and hit as many home runs as I want to. I have to go out there and perform on the field. The little 
things feel good. 
 
"I'm just happy with the way my work is going. Just the whole off-season thing was good, but now 
you've got to translate it onto the field, being able to work with (instructor) Doug Dascenzo and (coach) 
Will Venable and our outfielders. We have a great group of outfielders. Just being able to watch them 
work and try to incorporate some things in a game, it's been great. I feel like it's definitely helped now 
on the field." 
 
Among the touchier subjects surrounding Schwarber was Maddon's decision to start the season with 
him as the leadoff hitter. In that role, Schwarber went .190/.312/.381, earning a trip to Iowa. 
 
Maddon was steadfast in his position that the leadoff spot had nothing to do with Schwarber's struggles, 
and the manager has not ruled out using Schwarber in that role at times this year. Instead, Maddon said 
Schwarber's inexperience -- he missed virtually the entire 2016 regular season with a serious knee injury 
-- led to the poor performance. 
 



 

Schwarber has only 764 major-league plate appearances in regular-season play. 
 
Schwarber rules out the pressure of batting first as the reason for the first-half numbers. As for what 
caused the slow start, he said he doesn't know. Nor is he dwelling on it. 
 
"I will just say you can't put an excuse on anything," he said. "I was the one out there performing, so it 
falls back on me. I've learned a lot, and I'm ready to roll this year." 
 
If there's reason for encouragement, it's that Schwarber's second-half numbers improved markedly from 
those before the all-star break last year. The pre-break line was .178/.300/.394 and the post-break 
slashes were .253/.335/.559. He had an OPS of .940 in July, .852 in August and .938 over the final 
month. 
 
If he can get his batting average on balls in play (BAPIP) up from last year's .244 to a more normal .300, 
the whole line will look better. 
 
Schwarber, who turns 25 on Monday, has given up catching -- for now -- to concentrate on left field, but 
he still dresses with the receiving corps at the Sloan Park spring complex. 
 
"It's given me a little bit more time to focus on outfield stuff, but I'll find my way back there just in case 
something does happen," he said of catching. "I'll sneak my way out there and get some reps." 
 
Schwarber is so serious about playing outfield that he does not want to be considered "the National 
League DH." He wants to be on the field to shake hands after victories. 
 
As for the doubters, those who have said Schwarber "can't do it" -- whatever the "it" is -- he has his own 
thoughts. 
 
"You just try to tune that stuff out," he said. "Obviously everyone's going to have their own opinion. But 
I care about my own." 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
How the Cubs are helping Drew Smyly fit in even while he’s out 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
MESA, Ariz. — On the inside of his left bicep, southpaw Drew Smyly has the letters “W.E.S.” tattooed in 
black ink. They’re the initials of his late grandfather, William Eugene Smyly. Smyly’s grandfather loved 
baseball and he loved watching Smyly pitch. When William passed during Smyly’s tenure at the 
University of Arkansas, the young pitcher decided to honor a loved one who meant so much to him. 
 
A few inches down Smyly’s arm is another permanent reminder: a scar from the Tommy John surgery he 
underwent last July. Smyly was coming off a 30-start season and a winter in which he was traded from 
Tampa Bay to Seattle. His numbers weren’t great, but he felt he was making progress, emerging as a full-
time starter while tossing a career-high 175 1/3 innings. 
 
“It’s a tough pill to swallow at first,” Smyly said. “The realization that I’m gonna miss basically two full 
years is tough. Especially when I felt like I was just getting started and figuring things out. But after that 
fades away, it’s just, ‘All right, let’s start working, get better and use all this free time to reinvent myself.’ 
Work on my body, both the physical performance and the mental side of it.” 



 

 
Smyly had seen friends undergo Tommy John and come back looking better. A pair of former 
teammates, Matt Moore and Alex Cobb, both went under the knife so Smyly is familiar with the process. 
It’s something Smyly just got used to seeing, but when it becomes your own experience, it’s a bit 
different. Being used to spending summers surrounded by teammates then suddenly being sent away 
for rehab can become lonely. 
 
“When I had surgery I went back home to Dallas and was rehabbing by myself essentially,” Smyly said. “I 
had trainers, but I wasn’t with a team so I was just doing my own thing day in and day out.” 
 
However disappointing it was to lose so much time on the mound and the camaraderie that comes with 
playing baseball from mid-February into the fall, the timing of his surgery actually turned out to be 
remarkable. Smyly and his now-wife Eryn welcomed their daughter Parker to the family in August, 
allowing Smyly to rehab from surgery while also being there for his family, a rarity for ballplayers during 
the season. 
 
“It was perfect timing in that sense,” Smyly said. “I didn’t have to travel and my focus was on her. I was 
at home with her from the day she was born. Her first year alive, basically I won’t have to travel much. 
It’s perfect in that way. Everything happens for a reason, I’m a big believer in that.” 
 
Smyly also believes he’ll be back on the mound in a timely manner and ready to perform at a high level. 
While he had the luxury of spending more time with his family, he’s using this time to get to know his 
new baseball family. 
 
“Luckily I knew the coaching staff for the most part, so I’m familiar with them,” Smyly said. “But I’m just 
talking with the pitchers and trying to get to know everybody. We show up and we’re here all day, every 
day. I’ll be going to Chicago here and there during the season. It’s not like I’ll be completely isolated. I’ll 
be here rehabbing, but they told me on long home stands — maybe not in April since it’s so cold — but 
I’ll be in Chicago.” 
 
With upgraded facilities at Wrigley Field, the Cubs have the luxury of letting rehabbing major leaguers 
spend some time in Chicago with their teammates. In most instances, it should curb the feeling of 
seclusion that can often come with rehabbing. And for Smyly, it gives him the luxury of spending more 
time with his new teammates as he attempts to build those bonds that will help him feel more 
comfortable in the clubhouse and more confident when he steps on the mound again. When the Cubs 
arrive at Wrigley this April, Smyly won’t be with them, but there will be a locker waiting for him when he 
does show up in Chicago to continue his rehab. 
 
“It’s about helping him feel involved, connected, part of the team so that when he comes back, there’s 
less for him to get used to and he can feel more comfortable,” team president Theo Epstein said. “Also, 
when you’re just rehabbing at the complex, it takes you out of the competitive mindset. Things are so 
rote and regimented, that it can be difficult in the course of that same season to then get back and 
adjust to.” 
 
Smyly said that when he’s in Chicago he's expected to throw bullpens with pitching coach Jim Hickey 
there ready to give advice and direction when needed. He’ll also get a chance to bond with his fellow 
pitchers while also trying to develop a rapport with the catchers during the bullpen sessions. 
 
The southpaw is currently in the middle of his throwing program, doing long toss at about 105 feet. He 
said he expected to be on the mound by the end of March throwing bullpens and building up his arm 



 

strength and endurance. If all goes well, Smyly is looking at July to get back in minor league game action 
with August his targeted return date to the big leagues. 
 
Manager Joe Maddon spent the second half of the 2014 season with Smyly in Tampa when the lefty was 
traded over from Detroit. He knows how important it can be for Smyly to feel like he’s part of the team 
even though he’s not ready to participate fully. 
 
“I like when they’re around. They gotta be around,” Maddon said. “They can’t be on some island just 
working out and rehabbing by themselves. Especially for a guy that’s not been here before. That can 
really create a difficult mindset when you walk into the room.” 
 
Maddon said he's liked his interactions with Smyly thus far this spring, believes Smyly feels good about 
the progress he’s made and that he “lit up” when talking to his manager the other day about being able 
to take another step forward in his rehab. However, Maddon wants to be sure he doesn’t try to hurry 
anything. 
 
“The big thing with guys like him, they’re going to start feeling good and then you think you can rush it 
or push it a little bit to get back,” Maddon said. “But my advice has always been if you’re feeling good, 
great, but don’t push the program, the biology. Listen to your trainers. And we don’t have to just think 
about next year. If this happens properly, you could help us by the end of this year. I want him to think 
that. That will create a more diligent rehab right now. I think the carrot is a good thing. But don’t 
accelerate to the point where you reinjure yourself. It’s a fine line. You gotta communicate.” 
 
Smyly is very aware that he needs to take his rehab step-by-step. He’s in no rush to try and hasten this 
process and understands that if he sticks to the program, he has a chance to impact the team out of the 
bullpen in the season's final months and hopefully help them secure a playoff spot. As tempting as it is 
to think about what might come down the line, Smyly pulls himself back whenever those moments arise. 
 
“You catch yourself envisioning those moments in the future a lot, how it’s going to play out” Smyly told 
me. “But nobody knows. I try to stay in the present. It’s really easy to look way down the road. Trying to 
think about what will happen, who I’ll face, making my Cubs debut, the first time I’ll be pitching in a 
game in almost two years … there’s a lot going on. When I catch myself daydreaming, I just try to come 
back to the present moment, work on my rehab and take it day to day.” 
 
It’s the only way Smyly can make it work. Living in the present allows him to soak in what the spring 
brings. He’s using this time to not only work on his arm and get back to the pitcher he believes he can 
be, but also to integrate himself into a welcoming and laid-back clubhouse. Smyly said one of the main 
reasons he chose the Cubs was because he heard good things about their ability to not only get players 
healthy, but keep them that way as well as believing this would be the right environment for him to 
easily blend in. So far, he's been thrilled with his decision and is eager to become a part of the Cubs 
family. 
 
“I’ve been working my butt off to get back healthy and my body right,” Smyly said. “I’m hoping I’ll be 
better than I was before. I’m very grateful for the opportunity the Cubs have given me. They’ve been so 
nice and helpful and told me to just take my time. It’s been a great experience so far with the Cubs.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Starlin Castro's legacy on the North Side lives on in Lake View High's Francois Castillo 
By Lauren Comitor 



 

 
In the shadow of Wrigley Field, with a Major League Baseball team eight miles away, it's easy to dream 
about making it to the big leagues. 
 
But as local high school pitching prospect Francois Castillo will tell you, there's a big difference between 
dreaming and doing. 
 
“A lot of times, as a kid, you always say, I want to play in the MLB, and then you don’t really mean it,” 
Castillo said. “You don’t really know the steps that it takes, not that I know all the steps, but I kind of 
have a pretty good idea of what I need to do to get there.” 
 
Castillo, a 17-year-old right-hander, attends Lake View High School, a mile from the Friendly Confines. 
The team plays its home games at Kerry Wood Cubs Field, a 1,250-seat, IHSA-approved stadium 
adjacent to Lane Tech on the corner of Addison St. and Rockwell St., which opened in 2015 to serve the 
Chicago Public League. 
 
But Castillo, who grew up playing little league in Humboldt Park and played for the RBI Cubs, boasts 
another Cubs connection that has helped bring his Major League Baseball dreams into focus — a close 
friendship with Starlin Castro. 
 
The two met through Castillo's uncle Ramon Gil, who is active in the Dominican community in Chicago 
and grew close to Castro during his years with the Cubs. Gil would pick Castro up from the airport, bring 
him food, and generally help him out with whatever he needed. 
 
Castillo met Castro for the first time when he was 12. It's safe to say going back to a big leaguer's 
apartment after watching him play a game was a surreal experience. Since then, the two have become 
tight, talking and texting all the time. During his two years in New York, Castro flew out Castillo for 
several ballpark trips. 
 
But their bond goes deeper than baseball. 
 
“Starlin, he has a really kind heart, and he tells me a lot of things,” Castillo said. “He hasn’t really given 
me any advice other than to keep working hard, the usual. But when he told me that he really cared for 
me, that he loved me…He just went above and beyond, and he just was really nice to me, out of the 
kindness of his heart. So we’re just pretty close now.” 
 
Castillo also shares a special relationship with his teammates, many of whom he's played with since he 
was a kid. Since transferring from Roberto Clemente Community Academy last year, Castillo and his 
team have had a clear goal: winning the Chicago Public League championship, something the Lake View 
baseball team hasn't done since 1977. 
 
“I’m just trying to stay focused and be a good teammate to my team, and hopefully win a city 
championship because it’s going to be our first one if we win — when we win, excuse me,” correcting 
himself with a smile. 
 
The baseball season begins on March 12 against a stacked Mount Carmel team that includes potential 
2018 first-round pick Alek Thomas, the son of White Sox strength and conditioning coach Allen Thomas. 
Lake View will continue to face top talent all season long, and for the first time, Castillo will be doing it 
all on the mound as he works to improve his rising stock in the June draft. 
 



 

Castillo only made the switch to pitching full time last October, but he’s always had a strong arm to go 
along with his solid build (6-foot-1, 220 pounds), and it was on full display at Prep Baseball Report’s 
Super 60 event in February. Castillo hit 94 mph for the first time, a breakout moment for the former 
third baseman.   
 
“Really exciting, it was really awesome actually,” Castillo said, lighting up at the mention of that day. “I 
knew I had it in me, but I didn’t know I was going to go out there and have like, a really good day. I 
mean, it helped me out a lot, so I’m really grateful for PBR because they gave me that opportunity.” 
 
It was a stark contrast to where the baby-faced right-hander was three years ago, when he topped out 
at 82 mph at a showcase in 2015. Castillo credits running and hitting the gym for the velocity spike — 
along with the obvious maturation of a teenager — as well as long tossing with whomever he can 
wrangle into playing catch with him. Lately, that’s included San Francisco Giants prospect Joey 
Marciano, who also attended Clemente, was drafted out of Southern Illinois last year, and is willing to 
share his radar gun. 
 
While the number on the gun is impressive, Lake View head coach William Poole says Castillo’s 
progression over the last few years is what sticks out the most — not to mention where he can go from 
here.   
 
“I think he kind of figured out that pitching was more than picking a baseball up and throwing it,” Poole 
said. “We’re very lucky. Jason Kotar, he’s my pitching coach, is very knowledgeable, and I think we’ll see 
even more of a jump in his velocity, to be honest. I think there’s probably, looking at the videos that 
we’ve seen through the showcase…He thinks 96 is in the tank, and maybe, you know, on a good day, 
with the right kind of wind, 97. But he really wants to learn, and that’s …there will be no ceiling for the 
young man because he likes the game.” 
 
In addition to the fastball, Castillo flashes a curveball, which has also helped open some eyes. Nathan 
Rode, Prep Baseball Report's national supervisor who has watched Castillo for years, said he was 
impressed by more than just his velocity in February. 
 
“His ability to spin the breaking ball was what stood out for me,” Rode said. “It wasn’t just, like, this is a 
big strong kid coming up here, chucking it as hard as he can, he actually does have feel for a secondary 
pitch, which is a game-changer. I mean, when you have somebody that can show a secondary pitch that 
[seems] serviceable at the next level, then it’s like, OK, this is a different conversation.” 
 
Poole said they've fielded calls about Castillo from all 30 Major League teams, many of whom have been 
very complimentary about his development. Castillo committed to Eastern Illinois University, though 
Rode currently projects Castillo going anywhere from the fourth to sixth rounds in the draft. Through it 
all, Castillo has taken all the attention in stride. 
 
“He’s very humble, and he’s just a genuinely good person,” Poole said. “And he doesn’t think more of 
himself than, you know, than a kid that’s 17 years old needs to. To be that humble, with that much 
ability, is, you know, just another thing that makes him so special.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Gimenez offers Cubs insight for catching Yu 
By Carrie Muskat 
 



 

MESA, Ariz. -- Chris Gimenez remembers when he first met Yu Darvish. They were teammates with the 
Rangers, and the catcher was terrified of the pitcher. 
 
"He'd walk by you and stare at you and not say a word," Gimenez said. 
 
But the two developed a close relationship that has included their share of arguments, and Gimenez's 
approach may help the Cubs' catchers work with Darvish. 
 
"I give him credit -- coming to a new country and learning English and dealing with all the pressure he 
had on him, he did well," said Gimenez, who was Darvish's teammate in 2014-15. "I think he understood 
that I cared and it wasn't a front I was putting on. I generally cared how he did, and I think he started to 
appreciate that and started trusting me a little more, too. 
 
"I also had to understand going into it that he was one of those guys who would throw what he wanted 
to throw, and I had no say in it." 
 
But there were times Gimenez -- who is 4-for-8 with seven RBIs in three Cactus League games -- called a 
different pitch. If it worked, which it usually did, the catcher would gain more trust with the pitcher. 
 
"We've had our fights," Gimenez said Thursday. "We've yelled at each other before. I'm also not afraid 
to yell back at him, and not in a mean way, by any means. It's a complete loving way. He needs to 
understand that I care and that's a way to show that, and I'm invested in this with him." 
 
Gimenez remembered a game against the Yankees. The two had agreed on an approach before an 
inning. The hitter they hoped to avoid got on base, and against the next batter, Gimenez called for a 
cutter, which Darvish had said he wanted to throw. But Darvish did a double take at the sign and was 
called for a balk. He wanted a slider. 
 
"He came in and started wearing me out, and I got in his face and I got upset," Gimenez said. "I said, 
'Listen, I'll be the first person to admit if I screw up. But if you told me you wanted to do this and I did 
exactly what you wanted me to do, and you're mad at me, that's when I have to stand up for myself.' 
We talked it out, and it wasn't a big deal -- it was a competitive moment. He wants to be successful." 
 
And that's something the Cubs will learn about Darvish quickly. 
 
"The funny thing people don't realize with him is that he's an extreme competitor," Gimenez said. 
"When he's on the mound, he wants to win, and I'll take that any day of the week." 
 
Darvish was scratched from his Cactus League debut on Thursday because he's been ill, but he did throw 
in the bullpen and also took batting practice. He is expected to make his Cubs debut on Tuesday against 
his former team, the Dodgers. 
 
So far, Gimenez has caught one of his live batting-practice sessions, while Willson Contreras and Victor 
Caratini also have been receiving Darvish behind the plate. They're learning about the new Cubs pitcher. 
 
"He's good -- everything's good," Caratini said. "I asked him what he wants to work on and focus on, and 
he tells me. No problems." 
 
That's what Spring Training is for. 
 



 

"He's a little bit of a different animal," Gimenez said of Darvish. "His thought process is a big thing, and 
it's probably the hardest thing to get on the same page with. ... He's got like 37 pitches, so trying to get 
on the same page can be difficult." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Darvish scratched from debut due to illness 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MESA, Ariz. -- Yu Darvish was scratched from his Cubs debut on Thursday against the Rockies because he 
was still feeling a little ill, but he did get his work done during a bullpen session instead. 
 
"He's not horribly ill, but he's had this thing with his stomach," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said of the 
right-hander. "We're concerned about dehydration. If he goes out there [in a game] and pitches and 
sweats a little bit and pulls something, that's not smart." 
 
Darvish, who signed a six-year contract with the Cubs on Feb. 13, has been bothered by the stomach flu 
for a few days. He told Maddon that he didn't think he was ready for a game. 
 
"We decided it's much better to do it this way," Maddon said. "There's no hurry, and he felt really good 
about it." 
 
Darvish, projected to start the Cubs' third game of the regular season, will stay on schedule and is 
expected to make his Cactus League debut next Tuesday against his former team, the Dodgers. 
 
Right-hander Alec Mills, who was named the Cubs' starter Thursday against Colorado, worked two 
shutout innings with three strikeouts and a walk. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Happ hits 3rd HR in quest for leadoff spot 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MESA, Ariz. -- Ian Happ hit five home runs in 60 at-bats last spring. The Cubs outfielder is well ahead of 
that pace this year. 
 
Happ belted his third spring homer in four games in the Cubs' 2-2 tie against the Rockies on Thursday in 
front of 10,167 at Sloan Park. 
 
Happ connected with one out in the third off the Rockies' Sam Howard. This spring, Happ and Albert 
Almora Jr. have been splitting the leadoff duties, and so far, Happ is 5-for-10 while Almora is 0-for-7. 
 
Alec Mills, subbing for Yu Darvish, who was scratched from the game because he was ill, started and 
struck out three of the seven batters he faced. 
 
Rockies prospect Sam Hilliard tied the game with a two-run homer in the eighth off Daniel Camarena. 
 
Bryant on the mend 



 

Third baseman Kris Bryant was back on the field and may return to the lineup on Friday if he feels 
better, manager Joe Maddon said. 
 
Bryant has been battling an illness that forced him to be scratched from Monday's game. He's played in 
only one game this spring. 
 
"If this day goes well, you probably will see him [Friday]," Maddon said. 
 
Injury updates 
• Ben Zobrist, who has been dealing with back issues since arriving in Arizona, could get into a game 
early next week. He's been hitting in the batting cages. 
 
• Reliever Pedro Strop has yet to get in a game because of a sore left calf. 
 
"It's nothing horrible," Maddon said. "We had to hold him back. He's been throwing and playing catch. 
We don't want to push him on the mound either." 
 
Drill bits 
It isn't just the coaches who run the Cubs' bunt defense drills. First baseman Anthony Rizzo not only is a 
big part of how effective the drill is, but also takes charge. 
 
"You can't do it without him," Maddon said of Rizzo. "There might be a couple other first basemen you 
might try it with, but part of it is Anthony has a lot of good suggestions. He really thinks it through well. 
That's been a synergistic moment out there -- it's not just me dictating." 
 
Rizzo apparently suggested something that Maddon said he hasn't had the nerve to do. Maddon 
wouldn't reveal what it is exactly, saying fans will just have to wait. 
 
Morrow plan 
New Cubs closer Brandon Morrow has yet to appear in a game but will make five to six appearances 
before Spring Training is over. Expect to see Morrow early in games and not in save situations so he can 
face better batters. 
 
What's next 
Jose Quintana will make his first Cactus League start on Friday when the Cubs travel to Tempe to play 
the Angels. The lefty was 7-3 with a 3.74 ERA in 14 starts for the Cubs last season. Watch the game live 
at 2:10 p.m. CT on MLB.TV or listen to an exclusive webcast at cubs.com. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Maddon adds inspiring Ali artwork to collection 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MESA, Ariz. -- Cubs manager Joe Maddon added another piece of baseball-themed art to his collection 
on Thursday: an Andy Warhol-style painting of Muhammad Ali that outlines the five levels of being a 
professional baseball player. 
 
The painting, which is the fifth in a series Maddon commissioned by Tampa, Fla., artist James Skeldon, 
shows a young Ali. The different levels are written in Maddon's handwriting. They include: 
 



 

Level 1: Happy to be here 
 
Level 2: Survivor (I like this, I want to stay here) 
 
Level 3: I belong here -- I can do this 
 
Level 4: I want to make as much money as I can 
 
Level 5: All I want to do is win 
 
Maddon points out that people in any profession are happy to be in their jobs in the beginning. What 
about Level 4? 
 
"You don't begrudge anybody that thought, because that's what capitalism is all about -- I love that," 
Maddon said. "Then you want to accelerate them to Level 5 fast. If you think about it, it's pretty true." 
 
Maddon initially started thinking about the "levels" when he was with the Angels, sitting in the bowels 
of the stadium with Marcel Lachemann after games. 
 
But the Cubs manager didn't present this latest painting to the players. 
 
"This is the velvet hammer approach," Maddon said. "I want it to appear on the wall, they walk by, stop 
and look, almost like an art gallery." 
 
The paintings are hung in a hallway of the Cubs' spring complex. Maddon hopes to expand and get the 
images on T-shirts or posters. 
 
Bottom line? 
 
"The message is there for the players," Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Don't freak out, but Yu Darvish is sick and got scratched from his spring training start 
By Vinnie Duber 
 
Yu Darvish Day is getting pushed back a bit. 
 
The Cubs' big-ticket offseason addition was scratched from what was supposed to be his first spring 
training start Thursday while he recovers from an illness. 
 
Instead, he'll throw a bullpen session Thursday and make his Cactus League debut next week. Darvish 
will pitch the Cubs' March 6 game against the Los Angeles Dodgers, Darvish's former squad. 
 
Darvish isn't the only Cubs star feeling under the weather. Kris Bryant hasn't played since last Saturday's 
game against the Texas Rangers because of an illness. He's got just one at-bat on the spring. 
 
Ben Zobrist, dealing with a back issue, has yet to play in a Cactus League game. 
 
-- 



 

 
 


